As-is Gateshead Vehicle Licence Blueprint
Get information

Key

Actions

Questions
- What are the latest car

Complete
vehicle forms
- name
- vehicle
details
- insurance

specifications?
Online through the
council website

Post from the
council

Telephone

- Do I need to do another
MOT?
- What do I need to give to

Receive
‘Condition’
sheet from
council

Email

Pain
Points

Visit a council
office

Confusing cost
prices shown on
the council
website

Applicant
journey

A selection of
prioritised
user needs

Actions

Make payment
to council
- £304.25

Can provide
documents via
email to the
council

Can provide
payment over
the phone

Pain
Points

Visit council test
garage for vehicle
test

Disagree with car
specifications
(engine size, age,
window tint, etc)

Frustrating having
to provide the
same details that
licensing already
have

As someone applying for a vehicle licence,
I need to be aware of any changes to vehicle rules
and regulations, so that I can make sure my
vehicle is always compliant with the requirements

Answer
applicant
queries about
vehicle
licensing and
specifications

Send out
‘Condition’
sheet if
applicant
requires one

Answering phone
calls relating to
vehicle
specifications
and costs when
all the
information is
available online

Feel ‘put on the
spot’ when asked
about car
specifications
over the phone.
Important to
applicants that
the information is
correct before
they buy a car

Receive Section
50/pass certificate
if successful

Travel to the Civic
Centre

- Full MOT and
compliance

Book next test in 6
months time

- Get checked every
12 months,
regardless of age or
mileage

Booking
MOT test

Show Section
50 certificate
to Licensing
Officer to get plates

"The rules change every week!"

Vehicle check

Takes time
collating
documents
needed

Not clear on why
new vehicles need
to be checked,
and so often?

Test dates aren’t
always
convenient - no
flexibility

Council won’t
allow vehicle to be
tested at any other
garage, why?

Wait time for
vehicle test can
impact on work

Test garage won’t
accept email
confirmation for
booking, only
accept the paper
copy provided by
the council

Verify vehicle
details (log book
and sales
documentation)

Council cashier
will take payment
and print receipt
for applicant

Licensing
Officer books
in vehicle test

Print off test letter
with date and
details

Licensing Officer
has to make
additional effort
to book in test
appointment,
even though it’s
not their
responsibility
Not many free
slots available –
only 23 a year for
re-tests

Disagree with test
result - wasn’t
made aware of
specification
changes

Vehicle test done
in-house by two
mechanics at
council garage
Post test letter to
applicant

Mechanic has to
print off schedule
for the day and
complete up to 6
different paper
forms as well as
conduct test

When applicants
don’t bring a test
letter, the test
garage call the
licensing team
asking to double
check and verify
that the
applicant’s
vehicle needs
testing

Have to give up
even more time to
get plates and
also need to find
parking at council

Will have to do all
this again in 6
months

Now have to visit
the licensing
offices to get
plates fitted

As a taxi operator who is applying for a
vehicle licence, I need to easily book
appointments for a time that suits me,
so that my application is not held up
unnecessarily

As someone applying for a vehicle licence, I need to know
why certain tasks have to be done and the need for their
frequency, so that I’m confident that I'm not wasting time
and money on unnecessary tasks

Partially enter
applicant’s details
onto Idocs system
to return to when
vehicle check is
done

Backstage process

Receive test
letter in post or
get from
council offices

Arrange
vehicle test
date with
council

Receive licence plate
(at licensing team office)

Receiving plate and
licence from
council

Feel restrictions
are unfair
compared to
other councils

As someone applying for a vehicle
licence, I need to understand the vehicle
specification policies, so that I can follow
the correct procedures

Provide
application
forms and
documents

First contact with
the council

licence?

Worry about
finding the right
car to meet
specifications

Get insurance
document, sales
certificate or
V5/Log book

Completing
application

the council to get a vehicle
Moments that
matter

Submit vehicle licence forms

Vehicle licence form

Call for advice
• age of vehicle
• tinted
windows

Vehicle checks
(at council garage)

As a taxi operator, I need to
minimise the amount of travel I
have to do as part of the process, so
that I'm not losing out on business

Check applicant
has pass certificate
before making
licence plates
Mechanic will
update licensing
team with
pass/fail result
and fax data
recorded at the
end of the day

Check the
applicant’s vehicle
insurance is valid

Dealing with
angry drivers
whose vehicle
failed the test as
they were
unaware of the
new rules and
regulations

Receive
complaints from
the public/other
licensed drivers
that plates have
not been fitted
correctly by
vehicle owners

As a taxi operator, I need
the application process to
be quick, so that I can start
work as soon as possible

Complete/update
applicant’s details
on Idocs system
(vehicle details,
insurance, set
reminder)

Print paper
licence and
post to
applicant

As the council licensing team, we need
to be aware of any changes to vehicle
rules and regulations, so that we can
communicate accurate information to
taxi drivers and operators

